Convenors:
Corinne Lefèvre and Aminah Mohammad-Arif (CEIAS, CNRS-EHESS)
Alexandre Papas (CETOBAC, CNRS-EHESS)

On September 7, 1954, Muslims visit the Kaaba, during a pilgrimage to Mecca

Venue:
IISMM, 96 boulevard Raspail, 75006 Paris- Room Maurice & Denys Lombard

In line with recent works and exhibitions on Hajj and its multiple facets, especially the transformation
of the pilgrimage at the global scale, the workshop will bring experts working on different periods. We
will focus on case studies based on primary sources, whether archival or material, throughout the long
history of Hajj. Our aim is to offer a preliminary chronology, which might enlighten the evolution of
Hajj on the long run and help to better understand its concrete conditions according to the various
historical contexts. A periodization would explain how the fifth pillar of Islam inserted itself to the
changing landscape of the Muslim world. Several points need to be discussed or reconsidered. While
the holy journey to Mecca involved initially regional devotees, what was the impact of the medieval
expansion of Islam on the pilgrims’ cosmopolis? Both the origin and the result of politico-religious
stakes, what was the role of Hajj during the rise of the early modern and modern empires? Does the
contemporary metamorphosis of the pilgrimage into a mass phenomenon mean a fusion of the Muslim
community, or rather its fragmentation?
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The Ka’ba in Mecca shown as the centre of the world. Illustration from Tarih-i Hind-i Garbi. Turkey, 1650. Picture: Leiden University Library

(BULAC)

A « Classical » Treatise about Hajj, the Futûh al-haramayn, Poem of Muhyi
al-Dîn Lârî
Written in Persian during the 16th century, this poem is a short description of the places to be
visited during the Hajj. This poem is present in many libraries, and many copies are
illustrated with schematic paintings giving the position of every holy place. Manual,
traveler’s guide, or "souvenir-book", this text, useful for memorization, also helped the Hajji
to perform the trip to the sanctuaries of Mekka and Medina (in some copies, an image of the
al-Quds sanctuary, absent of the text, is also added). The success of this text in Iranian as in
Ottoman world is interesting for historians and for specialists of Islam.

(UCLA, Collège de France)

Gujarat, the Hajj and the Ottomans in the 1530s: The View from Mecca
A celebrated episode from the 1530s concerns the dealings between Sultan Bahadur of
Gujarat and the authorities of both the Hijaz and the Ottoman Empire. Hard-pressed for a
time by the Mughals, Bahadur appears to have sought to evade them by preparing his own
departure to Mecca, and sent an advance party to treat the matter. This presentation, based
on joint work with Muzaffar Alam, reconsiders this episode in the light of a variety of
sources, especially those from Mecca.

(University of Wales)

The Syrian Hajj Route under the Ottomans
This paper will discuss the revival of the Syrian Hajj route under the Ottomans during the
sixteenth century. The paper will show how the hajj route was one of the priorities of the
Sultans during the four centuries of Ottoman rule. The paper will distinguish different phases
of construction and developments on the route from the time of the conquest in the early
1500’s to the Hijaz railway in the early twentieth century. During the first phase the Ottoman
approach to the Hajj route was very different to that of the Mamluks or any earlier rulers
building a series of forts which were used as centres for negotiating relations with
neighbouring Bedouin. During the second phase a complete chain of fortified posts were
established which provided a continuous line of communication with the Holy cities and
were designed to give military protection to the Hajj caravan. During the third phase in the
nineteenth century the forts were renovated as part of a policy of maintaining control of the
Hijaz even though the number of pilgrims travelling overland was in decline. In the fourth
stage the construction of the Hijaz railway re-invigorated the land route and strengthened
the Ottoman control of then Hijaz.

(CNRS)

The Migratory Hajj: Sufi Mujâwirs throughout the Ottoman Period
Following the alleged model of the Prophet himself, Sufis promoted the practice of mujâwara,
i.e. the long sojourn in the precincts of the Kaaba, as an exemplary act of devotion in addition
to the Hajj. Concretely, Sufis came from various regions of the Muslim world to perform the
pilgrimage, then settled in Mecca or Medina, and often came back to their homeland several
years later. Throughout the Ottoman period, despite the limitation of mujâwirs suggested by
jurists such as, ironically, Rahmat Allâh al-Sindî (d. 1585), the Haramayn became home to
many ascetic immigrants from Central Asia, India and China, providing living facilities
through Sufi lodges. Based on various primary sources – hagiographies, biographical
dictionaries, and Hajj travel accounts –, this paper traces several personal itineraries. It
appears ultimately that the slowness of the early modern times made the travel to the twin
holy cities not only a sacred journey but also the opportunity for patient and lasting contacts
between religious authorities, transforming Mecca into a cosmopolitan hub, as opposed to
the passing place it became after 1924.

(CHR. Michelsen Institute)

The Sufi Pilgrim: East African Hajj Narratives. Normative Islam and the
Spiritual Journey
This paper will discuss the ḥajj as described by Islamic scholars in East Africa in the 19th and
20th centuries. Being one of the fundamentals of Islamic observance, while also becoming
more readily accessible through the incorporation of East Africa into global steam shipping,
ḥajj travel increased in the period 1850-1950. However, it is striking that descriptions of the
ḥajj itself takes up only limited space in the travel accounts (riḥlāt) produced by East African
authors in the period. Rather, the authors describe at length their encounters with famous
shaykhs and pilgrimages to graves and mosques. This paper interprets the limited emphasis
on the ḥajj as a consequence of the Sufi paradigm that governed East African Islamic
scholarship well into the 20th century. In their descriptions, the travellers tended to
emphasize esoteric authority (encounters with shaykhs dead and alive) over normative rituals
such as the ḥajj. However, the funding and organizational efforts that went into the ḥajj, as
well as the social prestige it offered, shows that the journey to Mecca was considered
essential to East African Muslim identity both individually and collectively.

(UCLA)

The Hajj in the Age of Globalization: Infrastructure & Non-Muslim Contact
in the Steam Journey to Mecca
The impact of steam transport on the scale of participation in the hajj is well-known, as far
larger numbers of South, Southeast and Central Asian Muslims were carried towards the
Hijaz by train and steamship. However, a tacit assumption of the scholarship on the hajj has
been that the pilgrimage remained unchanged by the infrastructural transformations going
on ‘around it,’ such that changes can be reduced to the explanatory formula of ‘more
Muslims made [the same] hajj.’ By focusing not merely on the destination of Mecca but on the
journey thither, this paper turns that perspective on its head by demonstrating fundamental

changes in the concrete and conceptual profile of the pilgrimage. Since for Muslims the age
of steam also coincided with the age of print, the abundant evidence of Middle Eastern, South
and Central Asian pilgrim diaries allows us to detect major transformations in the
geographical, social and semantic profile of the hajj that turned it, paradoxically, into a
journey among unbelievers.

(University of Cambridge)

The European Empires and the Hajj
As the European powers expanded their control over the Islamic world from the late
eighteenth century, political, economic and medical factors led them to engage with the Hajj.
From the mid-nineteenth century to the period of decolonization, the European empires saw
hundreds of thousands of Muslim subjects travel to the Hijaz to perform the Hajj. European
colonial rule and the emergence of European « Hajj administrations » shaped the contours of
the pilgrimage experience. However, this paper argues that pilgrims were also able to
circumvent imperial attempts at control - on their way to Mecca, whether on foot through
the Sahel or on steamships in the Indian Ocean - or in the Hijaz itself. Destitute pilgrims, and
slavery and debt bondage among pilgrims, were Hajj-related phenomena that remained
consistently difficult for European powers to circumscribe. This paper will examine these and
other themes in a comparative overview of European empires and the Hajj from the 1860s to
the 1940s, looking at the Dutch, French and Russian empires. It will particularly focus on the
British empire, given that the largest number of pilgrims in this period came from territories
under various forms of British rule. By looking at these empires in a single analytical
framework, the paper will examine the similarities and vital differences in the European
imperial association with the Hajj. The paper will also examine the central role of the Hajj in
politico-religious change in the Hijaz during the early 20th century, which had important
implications for imperial and global politics.

(Centre Français d'Archéologie et de Sciences Sociales de Sanaa)

Promoting the Empire. The Two Ages of French Colonial Pilgrimage to
Mecca
The emergence of colonial empires in the pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj) is connected with the
development of steam navigation in the Red Sea and the transformation of the hajj into a
mass phenomenon. With the opening of the Suez Canal and the formation of large shipping
companies, it has become easier for pilgrims to embark for the Holy Places of Islam. But this
globalization of hajj also means greater exposure to disease hazards and, for the empires, the
fear that their Muslim pilgrims choose religious solidarity (pan-Islamism) rather than
imperial loyalty. Faced with these alleged threats, the French authorities first sought to
protect their Algerian colony by "nationalizing" the pilgrimage, or even by banning it for
health reasons. Things will change with the Arab Revolt of 1916, the control of health risk
and the decay of the Ottoman caliphate. So that, from the 1930s until the early 1950s,
diplomatic and French colonial authorities will instead seek to promote, through the
pilgrimage, a unified and united Muslim empire.

(CETOBAC)

Pilgrimage in PRC: Control and Reward vs. Uncontrolled Globalization?
Historically, pilgrimage has been a long and arduous journey that was a way to seek religious
knowledge. Along the centuries, some returning pilgrims founded Sufi and fundamentalist
religious groups. Turning to the modern era, new improvements in maritime transportation
have allowed for an increasing number of pilgrims to go, although this occurred as Arabia’s
own standing as a place of Islamic learning declined to be partially replaced by Al-Azhar. In
1938 and 1939, the Republican Chinese government made a first use of pilgrimage as a tool
for nationalist propaganda against Japanese invasion. The People's Republic of China,
founded in 1949, used pilgrimage for decades only as diplomatic tool.
Since the state allowed private pilgrimage in 1984, the number of pilgrims raised
dramatically from hundreds to fourteen thousands. The private tours are tightly monitored
by the China Islamic Association, the only official Islamic Association, under the
government’s supervision. The Chinese authorities aimed to use pilgrimage either as a
foreign policy tool as to prove its benevolence and care towards its own Muslims, as well as a
domestic political tool. The latter intends to reward government supporters and to heighten
their social and religious status, even though their religious devotion and observance is quite
questionable.
On the other hand, pilgrimage duty became the attainable dream of faithful Muslim, as well
as the symbol of high social status: stories of pilgrimage journeys were printed, national and
international media coverage advertised every year the pilgrimage, and hajjis were welcomed
with great honor when back home, etc. The Islamic Association supervising staff monitors
every pilgrim's move in Arabia, and its work is meant to avoid any religious or political
foreign influence and radicalization among hajjis. But some (many?) Chinese Muslims have
found their way to Mecca by bribing the Islamic Associations members, by smuggling, or by
obtaining visas from neighboring countries. Despite AI stressing that Muslims must follow
foreign (religious) customs without question, domestic Muslim sectarian feuds could even be
taken to Arabia. Globalization era opened ways for uncontrolled movement towards Mecca,
and the authorities have tried to stop or at least restrain these moves.
In brief, the challenge of pilgrimage for PRC is actually to control religious fervor while it
means to reinforce religious fervor among individuals Muslims.

